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Pinnacle Installs Modern Systems
Into Hundred Year Old Historic Landmark Hotel

Hotel Harrington
436 11th St. N.W.
Washington, D.C.

The same family has owned and operated the Hotel Harrington in Washington, D.C., since 1914. The hotel
has an underground parking garage, gift shop and a laundromat. The are two on-site full-service restaurants
and a connected bar. Located within short walking distance to the White House and the National Mall, this
242-room property was an innovation leader right form the beginning designing hotels guestrooms to
include a private bath and incorporating dedicated space for traveling salesman to display products to local
businesses. Being so successful, the property expanded twice in the first ten years.
Continuing to be the innovation leader, Hotel Harrington was the first hotel in DC to install air condition in
1938 and 12 stories being a skyscraper by DC standards, the Harrington was the ideal location for the city's
first television station and transmission tower. DuMont Corporation's W3XWT (now known as Fox Channel 5)
set up shop on the upper floors and in 1946 began broadcasting about 20 hours of programming a week.
Now, under its fifth generation of descendant ownership and preparing for the next hundred years, they are
installing the latest in PBX technology. Pinnacle is installing ComXchange, by 360Networks, with all the
modern bells and whistles.

“One of the bonus rewards of what we do is the opportunity to be involved with truly special landmarks like
this one,” says Bill Mitchell, Pinnacle CEO/VP Cloud Solutions, “we have been doing more and more of these
remarkable properties and it’s really interesting to get to know and understand the history.”

For information about The Hotel Harrington, DC
Visit: https://www.hotel-harrington.com/
For information about ComXchange:
Visit: http://360networksllc.com/
For information about Pinnacle Communications, contact:
Bill Mitchell, CEO/VP Cloud Solutions
Call: 800 644-9101
Email: bmitchell@pinn360.com
For general information about Pinnacle products, contact:
Pinnacle Sales at: 800 644-9101
Email: sales@pinn360.com
Visit: www.pinn360.com
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